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HELPING WESTERN DOWNS BUSINESSES TO BOOST EXPORTS

QGC, Food Leaders Australia and Western Downs Regional Council welcoming businesses participating in
the Emerging Exporters Program.

Local businesses eager to export will be
supported through a new program to help
them access and grow their international
export markets.
QGC’s Emerging Exporters Program,
a partnership with Food Leaders
Australia (FLA), will give Western Downs
businesses the tools to showcase their
local produce and enter global markets,
including some of the fastest growing
regions in the world, such as Asia.
Nine local businesses were recently
announced as the first group to take
part in the three-year program.
The successful businesses include:
Running Gully Meats, Jim’s Jerky,
Mohawk International Pty Ltd (Teraform),
Maranoa Beef Pty Ltd, Carter Rural
Industries, Condabilla Fish Farm,
Elliott Agribusiness, Procrew and
DF & KJ Knudsen.
QGC Operations Manager, Angus
Hetherington said QGC and FLA
were pleased to support the region
and excited about the potential
growth opportunities the program
would provide local businesses
and the community.

Adrian Young, Founder and director of Teraform is excited
by the opportunities export training will provide his
sustainable algae business.

demand for trusted, clean and green
food to international markets,” he said.

community and make the region an
even greater place to live and work.

Mr Adrian Young, Founder and
Director of Teraform, a Western Downs
company that grows algae for use in
cosmetics, nutraceuticals and as food,
said he was keen to learn as much as
possible from the program and thanked
QGC and FLA for their support of
businesses like his.

The successful businesses were announced
at a launch luncheon in Chinchilla in May
2018 and were chosen from a range of
high calibre candidates.

“Our technology uses world first pond
technology and our processes ensure
the highest quality product is produced
for human application,” he said.

To see full details of the local business
taking part or to find our more please
visit: www.tsbe.com.au/
emerging-exporters-program

“There are many applications for our
product across the world and we look
forward to learning how to harness our
opportunities through this program.”
FLA’s Export Manager Geraldine
Doumany said Western Downs was
one of Queensland’s richest agricultural
areas, with many businesses offering
product and process innovations with the
potential for expansion into new markets.
Ms Doumany said QGC and FLA were
committed to aiding local producers,
which would help build a more sustainable

During the next 12 months, FLA will be
releasing videos following the journey
of local business as they undertake
the Emerging Exporters Program.

“EXPORTER
TRAINING WILL
GIVE BUSINESS
OWNERS A GREATER
UNDERSTANDING
OF INTERNATIONAL
MARKETS”
QGC OPERATIONS MANAGER,
ANGUS HEATHERINGTON

“Exporter training will give business
owners a greater understanding of
international markets and the know-how
to leverage opportunities for success,”
Mr Hetherington said.
“This initiative is a key objective of
QGC’s social investment strategy to
help regional communities diversify
their businesses and boost the economy
across a range of different industries.
It builds on the success of the previous
Western Downs, Eastern Opportunities
(WEDO) program and addresses the

Emerging Exporters Program Information Pack is available @ www.tsbe.com.au/emerging-exporters-program.
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YOUNG LOCALS KICKSTART CAREER WITH QGC

Congratulations to the 13 local recruits appointed to new apprentice and trainee positions through QGC’s Pathways Program.

More than a dozen young Western Downs
residents have become the first group
to take up new apprentice and trainee
positions with QGC.
The 13 recruits from townships of
Chinchilla, Miles, Dalby, Glenmorgan,
Bell and Tara were offered roles
across QGC’s upstream business in
January after having spent the previous
three months undertaking inductions
and safety training, breaking in new
Personal Protective Equipment (safety
gear) and becoming familiar with their
new teams and environment as part of
QGC’s Pathways Program.
Formally welcoming the new trainees
and apprentices to the business, QGC
VP Tony Nunan said the program
offered locals the opportunity to gain
world class training and to build a
career with one of the world’s leading
energy providers with interests spanning
across Australia and the globe.
Mr Nunan said “We are proud of
the ongoing opportunities the program
offers for people within our local
communities.
“Our goal is to continue to attract
people from the region who want to
build a career with us and become an
integral part of this important industry to
deliver cleaner energy to domestic and
international customers.”

Mr Nunan said the program was one
way that QGC was delivering on its
commitment to increase the number of
our employees who live in the Western
Downs Region.
“It is encouraging to see the highquality field of candidates the
program has attracted to-date,
including a great cross section of
men, women and people representing
Traditional Owner Groups from the
local community,” he said.
The QGC Pathways Program was
launched in June last year with the
support of apprentice specialists
MIGAS who will ensure the new
recruits receive the appropriate
training, experience, and mentoring
throughout their apprenticeship.
They will obtain a nationally
recognised qualification in their trade
speciality to pursue a rewarding
career in the natural gas sector.
Managing Director of MIGAS Rod
Margetts said the ability of a young
person to succeed in their apprenticeship
really depends on having the right
support behind them, not only the new
apprentice but the business also.
“At MIGAS we’ve been working
with apprentices and employers for
more than 30 years and we invest
in developing apprenticeship talent
through programs to grow problem
solving skills, productive behaviours

and effective career skills that build
confidence and set them on a path
of success.
“The QGC Pathways programs
provides these apprentices and trainees
with more than just their qualification.
They’ll have the opportunity to train
and gain experience in a world class
organisation with first class facilities,
they’ll have access to our exclusive
Scholarship Program to fund further
skills they need, they’ll also be
provided with individual mentoring
and further training to become some
of the very best and highly specialised
tradespeople in the region,”
Mr Margetts said.
Mr Nunan said that he would be
keeping in touch with the recruits
as they complete their QGC
apprenticeships in mechanical fitting
and electrical and instrumentation
and traineeships in warehousing and
process plant operations.
“I am particularly looking forward to
hearing their stories of personal success,
watching them develop their skills and
seeing them graduate at the end of their
training with us,” Mr Nunan said.
The next apprenticeship recruitment
drive is set to take place in mid-year.
Candidates should connect with
MIGAS Apprentices and Trainees at
www.migas.com.au.
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SECOND MAJOR SHUTDOWN DELIVERED SAFELY
Shell’s QGC business recently completed
the second largest shutdown since its LNG
plant became operational about three
years ago, safely and successfully.
The shutdown, which enabled large
scale planned maintenance work to be
undertaken, is part of a regular and planned
schedule to help ensure the continued
integrity and reliability of the LNG plant.

“I am impressed how hard our own teams
and contractor staff worked to deliver
an outstanding safety result during the
maintenance works. I am also thankful to
the Gladstone community for its patience
and support during the shutdown.

“By enlisting the services of local contractors
and suppliers, we can help contribute to local
employment, and boost the local economy,
giving back to the Gladstone community in
which we live and operate,” Mr Norman said.

The process involved shutting down one of
the LNG trains on Curtis Island while critical
working equipment was inspected, repaired
and replaced. QGC kept one LNG train
operating while the other one was being
worked on to ensure consistent flow of gas
to markets.
The skills and experience of contractors
and QGC Teams enlisted to work on the
shutdown included engineering, scaffolding
and fabrication through to equipment hire
and catering. The work provided a boost to
the Gladstone economy through the flow on
effect of local spend and involved around
400 extra short-term jobs, with many of them
local. Over 30 different local suppliers were
used to help deliver the successful shutdown.
Peter Norman, QGC’s Asset Manager
for the LNG Plant said, “This is the second
largest shutdown since the LNG plant
became operational.

Shell QGC’s LNG plant on Curtis Island which successfully shutdown for large scale maintenance work recently.
Thank you to our staff and community for their support.

BUSINESS NAVIGATORS HELP ACCELERATE SME GROWTH
FREE BUSINESS ACCELERATOR PROGRAM
FOR LOCAL BUSINESSES
Interested Western Downs entrepreneurs
and small business owners are invited
to participate in a free accelerator
program designed to help diversify and
commercialise new ideas and support
existing business growth.
Funded by QGC and managed by
Toowoomba and Surat Basin Enterprise
(TSBE), the initiative will support up to 45 local
start-ups, existing businesses or individuals,
providing one-on-one coaching and mentoring,
and linking them to enterprise development
resources and support.
QGC Operations Manager (Central), Nagaraj
Ramaraj said the Business Navigator Program,
was a practical way of supporting local
businesses and had been developed
in response to feedback from community.

The program is part of QGC’s social
investment commitment and supports
building more sustainable and resilient
regional communities.

For more information or to request
a Business Navigator visit
www.navigatorwesterndowns.com.au

Mr Ramaraj said “Two mobile professional
business coaches or ‘Business Navigators’,
based in Western Downs, will provide
businesses with expertise in financial planning,
business development, innovation and
entrepreneurship as well as help to build
connections with other businesses and assist to
access relevant resources and support.”
Businesses that successfully complete this free,
innovative program will have the opportunity
to enter the Business Excellence competition.
This competition enables outstanding businesses
and entrepreneurs to go in the running for prizes
to help grow their business further.
Mr Ramaraj said we are looking forward to
seeing what new and innovative ideas are
developed through the support of this program.

QGC and TSBE introduce two Business Navigators
to help local businesses and start-ups. From left to right:
Business Coach Neil Daly, Program Advisor Carlie
Watson, Western Downs Councillor Kaye Maguire
and Assistant Coach and Program Coordinator, Suzie
Wood. Those interested in business support should visit
on www.navigatorwesterndowns.com.au to apply.
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QGC TAKES WORLD SCIENCE FESTIVAL TO REGIONAL QLD

QGC was once again proud to be the
community partner of the 2018 World
Science Festival (WSF), bringing the wonder
and excitement of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM) to
the regions of Gladstone and Chinchilla.

astronaut candidate, comedian
and physicist, Josh Richards, whose
presentation was inspired by his book,
Becoming Martian. (Josh is in the running
for Mars One, which hopes to establish
a permanent human settlement on Mars.)

who was once homeless and is now
an inspiring advocate for women in
science. Charles shared her story and
her Love of Maths session highlighted
how the power of maths is embedded
in every element of our daily lives.

The only one of its kind event in the entire
Asia Pacific region, the WSF regional
events attracted more than11000 people,
with more than 4000 visitors from
Gladstone alone.

Street Science also made a popular
return to Gladstone and Chinchilla
with audiences blown away with
fireballs, explosions and liquid nitrogen
demonstrations.

Simon Nish, National Manger for
Social Performance said the World
Science Festival continues to grow
and capture the imagination of
Queenslanders and we are happy
to sponsor this event to bring the
celebration of science out of the
laboratories and into the streets.

The action-packed program connected
audiences of all ages with the concepts,
challenges, discoveries and advancements
in STEM that are shaping our world.
With FREE events for all ages, the program
succeeded to engage rural and remote
communities in the value of science as well
as showcased pathways to future careers.
A highlight of this year’s program saw the
Gladstone community immerse themselves
into the humorous journey of Mars One

Chinchilla hosted a one-day schoolfocused event where students
participated in free sessions such as
Cool Jobs, a walk through the reality
of today’s most innovative jobs; and
Understanding the Universe Inside the
Human Body, which examined the
interplay between health, humanity
and science.
Locals met Charles T Gray, a fascinating
mathematician, statistician and musician

“QGC’s focus on STEM education in
our regional communities is extremely
important to us and we will continue
to work with the Queensland Museum
Network to bring this exciting event to
the regions for the next three years.”
Watch out early next year for tickets
to the 2019 events!
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QGC AND VET TEAM UP TO CARE FOR WILDLIFE LOCALLY

A young Eastern Grey joey recently rescued and the new bird aviaries provided to local vet by QGC.

Where people and wildlife live and work
within close proximity there is potential to
encounter injured wildlife in need of care.
Having local expertise, able to respond
rapidly and with the know-how to provide
care for injured wildlife can make all the
difference to their survival and recovery.
QGC’S COMMITMENT TO CARE FOR WILDLIFE
QGC has a duty of care for wildlife
discovered in and around our operations,
and since 2012, has successfully provided
specialist services through Red Sands, a
licensed provider from the Sunshine Coast.
This was in response to dedicated rescue and
recovery services being unavailable locally.
Independent wildlife rescuers from across
the region were also engaged by QGC.
However due to licensing restrictions and
individual carer capacity, additional services
were needed to meet the level of care and
support required under Queensland’s Nature
Conservation Act 1992.
QGC’s investment in fauna care, during this
period has included establishing a devoted
24-hour a day, 7 days a week rescue and
recovery facility and providing trained
fauna care vet, nurse and spotter as
well as on call emergency resources.
QGC HELPS LOCAL VET TO ESTABLISH
SERVICE LOCALLY
With a strong commitment to use existing
services in the community, QGC has now
moved its service to a local provider –
helping local vet, Chinchilla Vet Services
(CVS) to establish a professional wildlife
care and rescue service locally. CVS’ facility,
located at Gormleys Road, Chinchilla offers
emergency triage and recovery services.

Patrick Carroll, QGC’s Field Environment
Superintendent said our strategy to
build skills in-house with a local vet, has
increased the Chinchilla community’s
capacity for treating wildlife and opened
up new networks and opportunities with
other specialised wildlife sanctuaries and
carers in and around the region.
Mr Carroll said “In order to successfully
set up CVS as an accredited wildlife
rescue and recovery service, we had
to identify the gaps between licensed
services available elsewhere and the
current capabilities of staff.
“We worked with CVS to upskill staff
and provided wildlife handling training
through third party professionals.
“We also knew that setting up new
facilities was costly. So QGC made the
decision to gift CVS with the infrastructure
and resources to deliver the service.
“Our commitment included giving CVS a
purpose-built triage centre, glass indoor
and outdoor enclosures for reptiles, bird
recovery and flight aviaries, macropod
enclosures, and a dedicated 4 wheeldrive vehicle for emergency call outs.
Additionally, QGC provided CVS with
medical equipment and medicines.”
The Chinchilla wildlife care facility
commenced operation in November
2017 with more services coming online
as available.
Chinchilla Vet Services Kara Knudsen
said it has been great to work with QGC
to establish the local wildlife service.
“The cost involved in setting up a facility
similar to this had previously prohibited
us from providing the service.

“You need specific wildlife training and
accreditation and the right recovery
facilities for different species,” she said.
“QGC were very generous and paid
for the relocation of all equipment to
our premises.
“It is great for our business and our staff
to be given the opportunity to deliver
this service to the community without
the overheads of training people and
building expensive facilities.”
Ms Knudsen said CVS was now able
to provide a holistic wildlife care and
rescue service, which will also benefit
the wider community.
“We are often called upon by the
public to help them with injured wildlife
and the infrastructure provided by QGC
will greatly help us to support them with
specialist care.
“Our added capability has also enabled
us to assist other organisations in the
area, such as Origin and Santos to care
for wildlife found on their properties.
“It shows great commitment to a
community when an organisation
such as QGC is committed to help
the community build legacy skills and
expertise,” she said.
Mr Carroll said the importance of building
capacity locally aligns with QGS’s
commitment to engage with and contribute
to the societies in which we operate.
“By utilising a local provider, QGC has
seen a reduction in kilometres driven by staff
to support wildlife on the region’s roads,
reducing driver exposure and helping
teams reach their safety goals,” he said.
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PRELUDE SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETES LNG IMPORT

The LNG carrier Gallina next to Prelude. To import LNG, Prelude used the LNG export system, in reverse.

Shell’s Prelude floating liquefied natural
gas (FLNG) facility reached a significant
milestone, with gas introduced onboard.
The Gallina, an LNG Carrier from
Singapore, carried out the import.
Shell’s Prelude FLNG facility is an
offshore development that will produce
natural gas from a remote field
approximately 475km North-North East
of Broome in Western Australia. Prelude
will extract, liquefy and store natural gas
at sea via Shell’s floating liquefied natural
gas technology. This will help to meet
growing demand for the cleanest-burning
hydrocarbon.

Prelude is now a live and operating FLNG facility. Four of
Prelude’s six 38,000m3 LNG storage tanks are now full.

to how this will work once Prelude is
operational. Prelude’s offloading arms
have been specifically designed to
ensure safe offloading while both the
facility and the Gallina are moving.
In this case, the offloading arms
transferred the LNG from the Gallina
to Prelude.

This is a moment of firsts for Prelude, and
an opportunity to test processes and
systems before the subsea wells
are opened at start-up.

Once onboard, the LNG makes its
way through process equipment and
pipework and is stored within tanks
in the hull of the facility. These tanks
have been designed to withstand the
‘sloshing’ of the product that could
happen due to the movement of
Prelude. Four of the huge LNG tanks,
at 39,000 cubic metres each, are
now full. With gas onboard, Prelude’s
utilities can now switch to run on gas
rather than diesel.

It’s the first time a vessel has berthed
side by side with Prelude and tested
its offloading arms, in reverse order

VP Prelude David Bird is excited to
reach this milestone but remains focused
on the end goal. “It’s important we take

a moment to celebrate and recognise this
achievement,” said David.
“It’s equally important we don’t lose
sight of the end goal - the safe and
reliable start-up of our incredible asset,
Prelude, and the delivery of gas to
our customers.”
“Introducing gas onto Prelude is an
important step towards start-up but there
is a lot of work to do before we get there.
“The next step will be to test and ready
the LNG plant on board Prelude in
preparation for opening the wells.
This is followed by a period called
start-up, ramp-up. LNG will be produced
after this, when it is safe to do so.”
The Prelude FLNG project has provided
approximately one thousand jobs during
the hook-up and commissioning phase of
the project. Once operational, a team of
between 120-140 people will work on
Prelude, on rotation.

LAND ACCESS GOLDEN RULES HANDBOOK GUIDES BETTER RELATIONSHIPS
QGC’s business is fundamentally linked to long-term, uninterrupted access to land.
Strong and sustainable landholder relationships enhance co-existence and QGC
highly values these important relationships.
QGC understands that ease of access can be influenced by our staff behaviour and whether
engaged as a contractor or employee, staff actions while on a landholder’s property can impact
our relationships with landholders.
To help our people to clearly understand their obligations while on a landholder’s property,
QGC has re-released the five Golden Rules of Land Access. The Golden Rules handbook outlines
our obligations, which go over and beyond basic compliance, and ensure our people do the
right thing on landholders’ properties. The reprinted and updated handbook will be provided
to all project personnel and used as part of our contractor and staff induction programs.

ESS
LAND ACC
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ECOFEST COMES TO GLADSTONE

15 staff from the island’s maintenance, production and health safety security and environment units demonstrated key facts and steps in the LNG process.

QGC was once again a sponsor of
Ecofest, Central Queensland’s biggest free
environmental awareness event which
coincided with World Environment Day in
June this year.
The event links people with environmental
products and services while being a
fun, interactive family event that aims to
improve environmental awareness across
the community.

Congratulations to the winner of
our exhibit giveaway, Mark Ellerby
from Tannum Sands, who won our
fabulous Agnes Water/
1770 getaway for a family of four,
staying at Agnes Water Beach
Holidays and a 1770 Larc! Paradise
Tour, together valued at $1000.
Peter Norman, Asset Manager
QGC LNG Plant said QGC was

committed to ongoing community
and social investment programs
in the Gladstone region.
“Ecofest is a great way for our staff
to showcase what happens at the
plant and provide an opportunity
for them to answer any questions the
community may have,” he said.

This year’s theme ‘Turn a new leaf, love
our reef’ focused on educating visitors
about the human impacts on marine
life and encouraging positive action
to ensure a cleaner, safer environment
for future generations enjoyment of the
Southern Great Barrier Reef.
More than 500 people visited QGC’s
exhibit which showcased the Liquified
Natural Gas (LNG) Plant Model and
held demonstrations to inform community
members of the LNG process. Key facts
about what happens on an LNG plant
really caught the attention of visitors
including facts such as gas is cooled to
-162 degrees and shrunk to 1/600th of
its original size before being stored on
specially designed refrigerated ships
for export.
Another popular feature included the
kids’ activity, with over 150 local
children joining in to help create a
Great Barrier Reef collage. The work
of art (thanks to the children’s fantastic
colouring skills) is now proudly on
display in our Goondoon St office.

QGC employee Pierre Desertiaux explains to his son, Owen how the LNG process works.
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CURTIS ISLAND CELEBRATES NATIONAL RECONCILIATION WEEK

Curtis Island staff celebrate National Reconciliation Week with Tradition Owner group Byellee.

This year QGC staff celebrated National
Reconciliation Week at Curtis Island on
Thursday 7 June in acknowledgement and
respect for our past, present and future
Indigenous Australians.
Local Traditional Owner group, Byellee
kicked off the celebrations with a
demonstration of customs and traditions
as well as talks about what reconciliation
meant to them. They also recounted their
experiences of Curtis Island before the
emergence of the Liquefied Natural Gas
(LNG) industry.
The event demonstrated our respect for
our relationships with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people, particularly
those we partner and work with in our
local communities.

Further to our Curtis Island events the
town hall celebration also marked
the event with Aborginial and Torres
Strait Islander representatives Matt
Cooke and Mick Eggmolesse speaking
to a group of up to 60 staff from
QGC’s Midstream Team who work in
Gladstone and on Curtis Island.
A special lunchtime menu with traditional
meals available at the site canteen was
also well supported by staff.
At Shell and QGC, we are proud of our
contributions to Indigenous Australians.
Some contributions include: we seek
opportunities for Aboriginal women and
men to join our business as Apprentices
and Trainees; we continue to invest
in skills and development programs

and we award major contracts such
as contracts for waste management to
Indigenous owned businesses.
In addition, QGC last year employed
more than 50 Indigenous Australians as
contractors and a further 30 Indigenous
Australians had jobs with Shell’s floating
liquified natural gas project, Prelude and
its contractors last year.
National Reconciliation Week invites all
Australians annually to learn more about
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
cultures and histories, and to share that
knowledge to help us grow as a nation.

ALL-FEMALE TEAM REACH NEW HEIGHTS
QGC congratulates and welcomes the first intake of
four female scaffolders to our LNG Plant on Curtis
Island. The team were instrumental in helping prepare
for the plant’s major maintenance shutdown in May.
QGC’s Maintenance Team initiated and sponsored
the concept for a more diverse workforce through
Monadelphous, a key supplier, who made it a reality
with the help of Site Skills Training Gladstone.
Shell Australia, of which QGC is a part of, is a
Workplace Gender Equality Agency (WGEA), Employer
of Choice for Gender Equality and encourages,
recognises and promotes active commitment to achieving
gender equality in Australian workplaces.
Welcome aboard team and thanks for your help in
prepping the site.

Photo of female scaffolders at QGC LNG Plant. Photo courtesy of Gladstone Observer.
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CALLING COMMUNITY PROJECTS
TO APPLY FOR FUNDING NOW
Applications close 31 August 2018
All community organisations that need a helping hand to get their project up and
running or competed should apply now for the next round of grants through the
QGC Communities Fund.
Funding applications open on 1st July and close 5pm, 31st August 2018. Interested
organisations should attend an information session in the coming weeks at Chinchilla,
Wandoan and Tara. Sessions in Agnes Waters and Gladstone were held in June.

Fourteen local organisations based
in the Gladstone and Western Downs
Regions have received a total of almost
$400,000 to fund community projects
in the latest round of grants provided
through the QGC Communities Fund.
Local projects funded range from canteen,
kitchen and public area extensions, hall
improvements, sun shade, toilet, shower
and other infrastructure upgrades, and
refurbishments to a project that aims
to purchase affordable housing
units for local residents.
Angus Hetherington, QGC’s Operations
Manager – Common Systems said QGC
was proud to support local community
groups who are committed to building
strong, thriving societies and making
Western Downs and Gladstone a better
place to live and work.

The QGC Communities Fund provides grants between $10,000 and $40,000.
Grants support projects and activities that contribute to community benefits in the areas
of sport and recreation, education, environment, and arts and culture. Organisations
are encouraged to prioritise local suppliers in completing their projects.
Sessions will be held:
Chinchilla

Thursday 5th July
4pm – 5.30pm

Club Hotel – Function room,
131 Heeney Street, Chinchilla

Wandoan

Friday 6th July
12 noon – 1pm

Cultural Centre - Supper Room (side
entrance), 6 Henderson Street, Wandoan

Tara

Thursday 5th July
12 noon – 1pm

Tara Soldiers Memorial Hall, Western
Downs Regional Council Building
19 Fry Street, Tara

Interested organisations unable to attend one of the sessions please email
QGC-Fund@shell.com. Further information on eligibility requirements and submission
details will be available when the fund goes live on 1 July at: www.shell.com.au/
qgc-communities-fund
GLADSTONE AND WESTERN DOWNS COMMUNITY GROUPS AND
PROJECTS FUNDED
ORGANISATION

“Since the commencement of the fund in
2015, QGC has contributed more than
$1.7m in funding to support 64 local
community projects,” he said.

Gladstone Regional Council area

PROJECT

Crow Street Creative

Facilities and infrastructure upgrade

Gladstone Community Linking
Agency Ltd

Gingerbeer Creek Produce

“Some organisations granted funding in
this round include: Tanyalla Recreation and
Conference Centre, Boyne-Tannum RSL
and Kareeba Scout Group in Gladstone;
and Brigalow Recreation Grounds,
Kaimkillenbun State School P&C and
Chinchilla Rugby League and Miles
Football Clubs in Western Downs.” A full
list of organisations and the community
project supported is provided below.

Kareeba Scout Group

Toilet and Shower block refurbishment

Boyne-Tannum RSL

Lasting legacy monument

Tanyalla Recreation and
Conference Centre

Kitchen and Deck Project

Volunteer Marine Rescue

Purchase of LED sign

Western Downs Regional Council area
Brigalow Recreation Grounds

Canteen and Public Area Extension

Drillham Hall & Recreation Committee

Hall Improvements

“As a significant member of the
Gladstone and Western Downs
communities, QGC looks to contribute
to the continuous improvement of projects
for the general wellbeing and benefit
of our local communities.

Kaimkillenbun State School P&C

Shade Structure

Chinchilla Rugby League
Football Club

Specialised Sports Field Mower

Miles Football Club

Security Upgrade

Chinchilla Agricultural & Pastoral
Association

Tractor Project

‘We trust this contribution will enable
funded groups to continue their important
work in supporting and providing facilities
for the betterment of our communities.’

Waminda Services

Waminda Cooking Classes

Wandoan Housing

Wandoan Housing Purchase of Affordable
Housing Units
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MEET OUR WORK STARS
Q: WHAT DO YOU HOPE TO LEARN
THROUGH THIS EXPERIENCE?
A: I am learning so much about the industry.
It is interesting as this is my first time working
in construction and on a job site. I enjoy
being able to help make things run smoothly
and to save staff time. I love that I am
continuously learning whether it be about my
own role or while assisting others. Before I
started this job I’d barely used an iPad and
now I order the devices in and set them up
for the people onsite!
Q: HOW WILL THIS JOB HELP YOU
ACHIEVE YOUR CAREER GOALS?
Having this position has enabled me to
expand on my administration skills each
day and also to continue to excel in my time
management and organisational skills.
Q: WHAT HAS BEEN A HIGHLIGHT OF
YOUR ROLE TO DATE?
Zoe hard at work at Murphy Pipe and Civil (MPC) head office in Chinchilla.

MEET ZOE.
Zoe works as a Project Administrator for MPC
Group, one of QGC’s construction suppliers,
since the beginning of 2018 and is a member
of the traditional owner group Gungarri.
Q: WHAT TASKS ARE YOU RESPONSIBLE FOR
IN YOUR ROLE?
A: As office administrator I am a bit of an
office all-rounder. I am mainly responsible for
booking travel and accommodation for about
150 people traveling in and out of the project
site, as well as compiling meeting minutes,
assisting with weekly reports and providing
administration assistance to the project manager
and other office staff. I am happy to help any
staff with printing, filing, ordering IT devices and
any other general administration requests.
Q: HOW DID YOU GET YOUR JOB?
A: I applied for the position through QGC
Indigenous Workstars program. I regularly
checked the website for any positions in my
local area. I was so excited when I saw the
position and replied by emailing my resume
and cover letter straight away. I had an
interview for the position in the next few days
and was successful. As the role is based on
the construction site so, I had to undergo a
mandatory drug and alcohol test and medical
and physical exam as well as some online safety
and site inductions before starting the role.

Q: WHAT EXCITES YOU ABOUT THE JOB?
A: I am excited about the roster! Working
19 days and having nine days off means I
get to spend so much more quality time with
my partner and boys now than I did in my
Monday to Friday job previously.

A: I was recently nominated for a rewards
recognition program. It was great knowing
that all my efforts I have put into my new role
have been noticed and are appreciated.

Q: WHAT DO YOUR FRIENDS AND
FAMILY THINK ABOUT YOU WORKING
WITH QGC?

QGC and Indigenous Workstars
have worked together for four years
to create an award winning strategic
initiative for Indigenous career
advancement in Queensland.
This initiative was recognised by
the Queensland Resources Council,
with QGC being awarded ‘Best
Company’ at the Queensland
Resources Council Indigenous
Participation Awards in June 2014.

A: My family was so excited for me to have
this opportunity. Having nine days at home
has given us a really good work/family
balance. Also having a steady and reliable
income has enabled my partner to stay
home with our young children. He always
worked away when our kids were younger
so it’s nice for him to have the opportunity to
stay home with them.

Through this trusted partnership,
Indigenous Workstars and QGC
have developed a strategic model
to support QGC and their contractors
with their Indigenous employment
needs. As part of this strategy,
Indigenous Workstars facilitates the
recruitment, mentoring and retention
programs of Indigenous employees.

Q: WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNT ABOUT
YOURSELF IN THIS ROLE?

Interested applicants should review
workstar opportunities with QGC
at www.workstars.com.au

The people I work with also make a big
difference. I love that I work in quite a closeknit team. Everyone is supportive of each
other, making work more enjoyable.

A: I like to get things done and can go into
overdrive to achieve results. I’ve learnt that
I sometimes need to slow down and check
every detail. Details are very important in
my role when coordinating people and
helping them to get on site or home on time.
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SURAT BASIN
This section features information about activities in our natural gas development areas that cover more than
4,900 square kilometres and span from south of Tara to north-west of Wandoan.

WELL SITE
INSPECTIONS
A team of 50 dedicated QGC operators
are continuing their ongoing program to
inspect each of QGC’s more than 2,500
wells once every fortnight. Travelling in their
utility vehicles, this team is responsible for
most of our light vehicle movements around
the region. They take care to strictly adhere to
land access and weed management rules for
individual properties.

PIPELINE
INSPECTIONS
Working in small teams, QGC operators
have continued to inspect the 543km
Wallumbilla Gladstone Pipeline easement
to monitor the infrastructure and progress of
vegetation rehabilitation.
Activities in December include:
• Aerial inspections from west of Dalby (Ruby
Jo site) to west of Wandoan (Woleebee
Creek site) and between Chinchilla and
Gladstone during the first half of the month.
• Daily, on-ground easement inspections
from west of Dalby (Ruby Jo site) to
Gladstone.

QGC UPGRADES
LOCAL ROADS
QGC continues its maintenance program for
local roads across the Western Downs.

RYALS ROAD
Western Downs Regional Council will soon
commence the upgrading of the Horse Creek
Crossing on Ryals Road.

CHARLIE PROJECT
UPDATE

CHAPMANS ROAD

Charlie Field Compressor Station
construction completed February
2018 with 12 compressors
operational and flowing gas
form the 337 wells.

Light grading of Chapmans road will be
conducted to improve rideability.
PERRETS ROAD
Pavement repairs and signage installation
are planned for Perretts Road.
WIEAMBILLA ROAD
QGC will fund repairs to both the sealed and
unsealed sections of Wieambilla Road.

The personnel camp was
demobilised, land has been
rehabilitated, and there are minor
commission works ongoing.

SHULTZS ROAD
Pavement repairs will be completed in the
approach to the existing grid on Shultzs Road.
Increased traffic is expected as Project
Charlie’s main contractor demobilises and
Project Ruby construction progresses. QGC’s
detailed transport management plan for
the project includes In-vehicle Monitoring
System tracking for all QGC vehicles and
traffic controls in affected areas. For any
concerns please phone the QGC Community
Information Line on 1800 030 443.

RUBY PROJECT
UPDATE
Project Ruby is progressing
successfully and safely to schedule.
At the end of May 2018, 114 of
the 161 wells had been drilled.
Project milestone achieved putting
the first well on production in
May 2018.

Weather conditions and unforeseen events,
may impact dates and timings of work and
repairs. All works will be performed in
accordance with a council-approved traffic
management plan. Please adhere to the
advisory traffic signage installed before and
during the closure periods. We thank you for
your patience and encourage all drivers to
keep safe and drive to conditions.

WATER TREATMENT
The Northern Water Treatment Plant, at Woleebee Creek
south-west of Wandoan, and the Kenya Water Treatment
Plant, south-west of Chinchilla, continue to process water
produced in the surrounding gas fields.
The two plants enabled 97% of produced water in the
gas fields to be made available for beneficial use.

The average daily production of each plant and the total volume
of water processed in 2018 is summarised in the table below.
WATER
TREATMENT
PLANT

AVERAGE DAILY
PRODUCTION

2018 YEAR TO DATE
PRODUCTION

(JUNE 2018)

(30 JUNE 2018)

Kenya

22.5 ML/d

4,070 ML

Northern

24.2 ML/d

4,375 ML
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SHOWCASING CAREERS AT GLADSTONE
CAREERS EXPO
More than 800 local high school students
attended the recent Gladstone Careers
Expo held at CQUniversity, where
QGC’s exhibited a range of career
and education pathways.
QGC is a major sponsor of EQIP who host
the career event each year.
Students who visited QGC’s exhibit had
the opportunity to speak face-to-face with
members of the Curtis Island operations
team and gain an understanding about
the diverse roles available at Shell QGC,
together with possible career pathways.
QGC’s four apprentices – who comprise
Gladstone’s first intake of LNG apprentices
– were also available to provide first-hand

insights into their experience through the
QGC Apprenticeship and Trainee program.
Peter Norman, Asset Manager QGC LNG
Plant said opportunities like the Gladstone
Careers Expo are significant for many
students as they work out the best career
pathway for them to take after school.
‘It is important for us to help them find the
right information about future opportunities
and how to get started,’ Mr Norman said.
Mr Norman said this year’s QGC exhibit
showcased roles on Curtis Island and
globally, while also raising awareness
of the trainee and apprenticeship
opportunities which are available for
Gladstone locals.

FIRE AND
EMERGENCY
TRAINING CENTRE
SET FOR CHINCHILLA
QGC has contracted Diamond
Protection, a leading Australian provider
of integrated security, emergency
response training services, to establish
a fire, rescue and security training
centre in Chinchilla.
The centre will provide ongoing training
and accreditation of QGC staff in
firefighting and public safety. Outside
of our own staff, the facility will offer
first-class training courses with direct
employment pathways for local people
interested in a career in emergency
services management. QGC’s
commitment to the facility includes
funding the employment of two local
staff to administer the program.

Members of Curtis Island operations team on hand to provide career advice to visitors.

QGC SPONSORS
BIG SKIES ‘DAY
ON THE PLAIN’
QGC was a major sponsor of Western
Downs Big Skies ‘Day on the plain’.
Big Skies attracted tourists to the Western
Downs for a multi-day festival culminating
in the ‘Day on the Plain’ rock concert.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
JULY
NAIDOC Week (8–15 July)
FutureMakers School Visits Gladstone (July)
AUGUST
National Science Week (11–19 August)
QGC Communities Fund
application close (31 August)

Courses offered will include a range
of training options from ad-hoc onsite
scenario based training, to a formal
Certificate III qualification in Public Safety
(firefighting/emergency operations).
The centre will also offer boot camp style
courses to support young Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people and
disadvantaged youths to gain access to
world class fire, rescue and emergency
service training.
Local fire brigade and emergency services
organisations will be able to use the
centre for training – offering a service
to Chinchilla that was previously not
available in the region.
Visit our information centres at:

This Operations Bulletin is designed to provide communities in the Surat Basin
and Gladstone with a variety of information about our activities. It has been
developed in response to feedback from community members interested in
understanding what to expect from our operations.

Chinchilla
Woolworths Complex,
Shop 18-20 Nrll Dytry,
Chinchilla, QLD 4413

We look forward to your feedback at qgccommunity@shell.com

Gladstone
72 Goondoon Street,
Gladstone, QLD 4680

ENQUIRIES
For all general enquiries, please call 1800 030 443 (24 hour toll free)
or email qgccommunity@shell.com

Wandoan
27 Royd Street,
Wandoan, QLD 4419

